
 

UNIT 1. DIVISIBILITY                       2º ESO 
 

 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY & EXPRESSIONS 

- Divisor: divisor 

- Multiple: múltiplo 

- Divisibility criteria: 
criterios de divisibilidad 

- Even digit: cifra par 

- Odd digit: cifra impar 

- Prime number: número 
primo 

- Composite number: 
número compuesto 

- Factor: factor 

- Prime factor 
decomposition: 
descomposición en factores 
primos 

- Greatest common divisor 
(GCD): Máximo común divisor 
(MCD) 

- Least common multiple 
(LCM): Mínimo común 
múltiplo (mcm) 
 

 

HISTORY 
Who was Eratosthenes? We are going to study some curiosities about 

his life: 
Eratosthenes of Cyrene (276 –194 BC) was a Greek polymath: 

a mathematician, geographer, poet, astronomer, and music theorist. He was a 
man of learning, becoming the chief librarian at the Library of Alexandria. His 

work is comparable to what is now known as the study of geography, and he 
introduced some of the terminology still used today. 

He is best known for being the first person to calculate the circumference of 
the Earth, which he did by using the extensive survey results he could access in 
his role at the Library. He was also the first to calculate the tilt of the Earth's 

axis. He created the first global projection of the world, 
incorporating parallels and meridians based on the available geographic 

knowledge of his era. In number theory, he introduced the sieve of 
Eratosthenes,                             an efficient method of identifying prime 

numbers. 

 

 
 

QUESTIONS & TALK 

 

                              

 

 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Alexandria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_geodesy#Hellenic_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_geodesy#Hellenic_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt#Obliquity_of_the_ecliptic_(Earth's_axial_tilt)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt#Obliquity_of_the_ecliptic_(Earth's_axial_tilt)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_world_maps#Eratosthenes_(276%E2%80%93194_BCE)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_of_latitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sieve_of_Eratosthenes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

DIVISIBILITY PROBLEM 

A certain bus stop is the start of 2 different lines, A and B, that both start their journeys at 7am.  

Line A runs a service every 24 minutes, and line B every 36 minutes.  

At what time will both lines coincide with each other at the bus stop? 

DATA                                        OPERATIONS                                                 

7 am                                          LCM (24, 36) = 23 ∙ 32 = 72 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 

Line A 24 min                            24 = 23 ∙ 3 

Line B 36 min                            36 = 22 ∙ 32 

 

SOLUTION 

These bus lines coincide with each other at 8.12 am. 

                                                                                                                                 
 

                      EGYPTIAN STYLE DIVISIONS 

        

THE SIEVE OF ERATOSTHENES 

To find all the prime numbers less than 100 you can use The Sieve of Eratosthenes. See how it works.                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                   
 

 

1.- Write every number from 1 to 100 on a square.  
2.- Number 1 is neither prime nor composite. Cross out it. 

3.- Number 2 is prime. Now cross out every even number after 2 (don't cross 
out 2 itself). 

4.- Number 3 is prime. Cross out every multiple of 3 (don't cross out 3 itself). 

5.- Number 5 is prime. Cross out every multiple of 5 (don't cross out 5 itself). 

6.- Number 7 is prime. Cross out every multiple of 7 (don't cross out 7 itself). 

7.- Now, go on by yourself.  

 When you finish, all the numbers not crossed out are the prime numbers less 
than 100. Write them. 
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